
WGH Library Makerspace progam with Bluefield Middle School 8th graders fall & spring 2018- 

Simple STEM; Digital- Construct a mini robot, Energy- types of battery power & Lights sources- Laser & LED 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The kids were quick to comment on how the 

‘Bristle bot’ kit supplies did not match the 

Makerbot company directions in YouTube video. 

We carefully followed the directions but the mini 

bots only swiveled on their sides. The mini-bot 

could not stay upright—until a couple of the kids 

rearranged how to affix the motor and battery so 

the ‘bot’ was more balanced. Then making the 

connections for it to stay upright and move 

across the tabletop! This was a good critical 

thinking learning exercise. They identified a flaw 

and figured out a way to fix it! 
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The “SNAP circuit” kits combines exploration of ‘battery’ supplied energy sources, what type/ how the energy is made, 

then how the use of that energy might be used for power. This exercise also involves the kids reading and following 

the directions carefully for the experiment to work.  
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LED (light emitting diode) gloves; Battery 

operated, demonstrate how each hand 

movement can create an energy pulse makes the 

light combination change in color and repetition. 

An electrical current passes through a microchip, 

which illuminates the tiny light sources and the 

result is visible light. This was a comparison to 

the laser light exercise. 

 

“Laser” is an acronym  for light amplification 
by stimulated emission of radiation. 

 

A laser is created when the electrons in atoms 
in special glasses, crystals, or gases absorb 
energy from an electrical current or another 
laser and become “excited.” The excited 
electrons move from a lower-energy orbit to a 
higher-energy orbit around the atom’s nucleus. 
When they return to their normal or “ground” 
state, the electrons emit photons (particles of 
light). 
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The kids take turns to maneuver the drone around the 

desks and chairs as if it is an obstacle course. Drone 

with battery charged remote control  
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 A unique remote 

free mini-drone. Hand operated Drones (induction control). 

Built in battery USB connection charged. Works by “tossing it 

into the air”, Senses objects to avoid or fly around! 


